Physician Transition Early will allow physicians to work with ICD-9 codes, while seeing the corresponding ICD-10 CM code. Users can begin learning the new ICD-10 code set, while also learning the new workflows that will be necessary past October 1, 2015.

**MAJOR FEATURES**

**DIAGNOSIS LIST**

**VIEW THE ICD-10 DX NEXT TO THE ICD-9 DX**

Users will see the currently used ICD-9 code, while also being able to see the corresponding ICD-10 code that would be used post October 1, 2015.

**DIAGNOSIS ASSISTANT**

**LAUNCH THE DIAGNOSIS ASSISTANT USING THE ICON IN THE DX LIST**

Another feature of Physician Transition Early is the enhancement to Diagnosis Assistant, which upon completing the necessary fields to specify the ICD-10 code will allow users to update the Search term that was originally used. This will aide in making sure that specificity is added to the term that most often appears throughout the EHR, and specifically in PowerNote. This aides physicians in applying the specificity in their documentation, which will aide in the claims cycle going forward.
Original Display Term: Fracture, Ankle

Diagnosis documentation in note without updating display term:

**Impression and Plan**
**Diagnosis**
Fracture, ankle (ICD9 824.8, Discharge, Medical).

New (more specific) Display Term: Displaced Maisonneuve's fracture of right leg, initial encounter for open fracture type I or II

Set Display As:

Displaced Maisonneuve’s fracture of right leg, initial encounter for open fracture type I or II

Diagnosis Documentation in the note with updated search term:

**Impression and Plan**
**Diagnosis**
Displaced Maisonneuve’s fracture of right leg, initial encounter for open fracture type I or II (ICD10-CM S82.861B, Discharge, Medical).

**QUICK SEARCH**

**QUICK SEARCH UPDATES**

With the use of Quick Search, users will type in the diagnosis search term, and will see various options for ICD-9 and ICD-10 CM codes from which to select. This helps alleviate any issues with the uncertainty of what ICD code will be recorded in the chart. As users become more familiar with the more commonly used ICD codes, they can then type those codes into the Quick Search to add a diagnosis.
FUTURE ORDERS

RETAI\N SEARCH TERM

Within the Physician Transition Early functionality, orders placed in the future will now retain the Provider Friendly Search term that was used to reach the diagnosis selected on the order. This will aide in the activation of orders that will be placed on or around October 1, 2015. By retaining the search vocabulary of the diagnosis, when the order is activated, the appropriate effective ICD nomenclature will be placed on the patient’s chart for that Date of Service.

LIGHTS ON NETWORK

ICD-10 PHYSICIAN ADOPTION REPORTING DASHBOARD

To aide in understanding adoption successes, and also to assist physicians on problem areas, an ICD-10 Dashboard will be available through LightsOn, which will show different metrics that are related to physician workflows in ICD-10. The dashboards will measure different things based off Four Categories: Recommended ICD-10 Tool Adoption, Workflow Productivity, Workflow Compliance, and System Configuration. Some of the metrics will include time to use Diagnosis Assistant, Time Spent Documenting, and overall time to place Future Orders. The dashboard will allow for analysis and trending at an organizational level, as well as at a Physician level, which will help facilities discover training points for end users in need. Through these dashboards, clients will be able to successfully resolve any problem points before October 1, 2015, helping ensure a much smoother transition to ICD-10.

BENEFITS

THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS ARE RECEIVED WHEN USING PHYSICIAN TRANSITION EARLY:

- Users will see the currently used ICD-9 code, while also being able to see the corresponding ICD-10 code that would be used post October 1, 2015
- Users can begin using new workflows that will be helpful past the Transition, including the use of Diagnosis Assistant to specify their diagnosis further
- Through the use of Diagnosis Assistant, users will have the option to update the Search term that was used to reach the ICD-9 and ICD-10 code, based on the specificity they selected for the ICD-10 code. This improves documentation needs that will be vital to reimbursement success post October 1, 2015
- Functionality will also help increase the ease of using Future Orders, by saving a Provider Friendly Search vocabulary, such as IMO or HLI, to an order. This will help place the correct Diagnosis code on the chart, upon activation of the order
Through the LightsOn Network, facilities can track ICD-10 adoption through the use of the new ICD-10 Physician Adoption Reporting Dashboard. This dashboard will show the success rate of facilities and individuals at the facility on various workflows and metrics that will be vital to continued success post October 1, 2015.